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The author’s empirical findings suggest that “dominant future strategies 
for social advancements [of the Nepali youth] were largely ‘anti-local,’ 
in the sense that places located beyond the confines of young people’s 
familiar environment were generally perceived to be more advanced and 
sophisticated” (p. 126). It is unclear why perceiving places far from one’s own 
local as advanced and sophisticated needs to be viewed as “anti-local” or as 
a counter space to one’s own local space? Kölbel’s ethnographic data reveals 
that most of her respondents who came to Kathmandu from different corners 
of Nepal assumed Kathmandu as a space of hope while nursing aspirations 
of going abroad by using opportunities available in the capital city. However, 
none of them had severed relationships with their families located afar from 
Kathmandu. Had their presence in Kathmandu been the outcome of imagining 
Kathmandu as the altar of their localities, would not it affect their ties with 
their family or the locality of their ancestral belonging? Can it rather be said 
that the dominant future strategies for social advancements of the Nepali 
youth are largely “multi-local,” in the sense that places located beyond and 
within the confines of young people’s familiar or unfamiliar environment 
can be perceived as having differential shares in developing aspiration and 
mobility concerns, if not agentiality among the youths? 
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In the preface to Vernacular Religion (hereafter VR), its editor David Gellner 
states that this book should be read along with its companion volume, Global 
Nepalis: Religion, Culture, and Community in a New and Old Diaspora 
(Gellner and Hausner 2018). However, I am only reviewing the former 
here. To begin with, all of its ten chapters were developed as outcomes of 
the three-year “Vernacular Religion: Varieties of Religiosity in the Nepali 
Diaspora” research project (2009–2012). They were previously published 
in various books and journals. For instance, Gellner’s introductory chapter 
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was first published in 2013 and is also featured in Global Nepalis. I assume 
that these chapters have been reprinted in this book to make them accessible 
to readers in Nepal.

VR seems to do three things. First, it puts a particular emphasis on 
“religion,” shedding light on taken-for-granted fluidity as opposed to a fixed 
unitary entity. In that, the volume not only echoes problems in the general 
understanding of what constitutes religion in the West and academia in 
general but also complicates the binary of universalism and particularism. 
Second, it highlights the ways in which members of the global Nepali/
Gorkhali diasporas negotiate religion as a social and political practice as part 
of their everyday lives (namely, what people actually do) versus a category 
(e.g., a census label). Finally, the book shows that as an emerging diaspora, 
Nepalis view religion as essential to their new community-building process, 
especially in countries with large Nepali population such as in the UK.

Gellner (Chapter One) provides a historical overview of different forms 
of migration related to the search for livelihood. In that, he broadly highlights 
three different waves: initial wave seeking work and land in India; a second 
wave “seeking work in Indian cities”; and a third wave seeking “work in the 
Persian Gulf ..., in Southeast Asia, and beyond, or ... education and work in 
the developed world” (p. 5). In discussing diaspora Gellner attends to how 
religion has essentially become a constitutive element of a relatively new 
and emerging Nepali/Gorkhali diaspora in the UK. In Chapter Two, Sondra 
Hausner and Gellner problematize Western notions of religion as a fixed 
entity and privilege its malleability. To this end, they argue that “religion” 
is both a category and practice in the case of Nepalis either in Nepal or the 
UK/diasporas elsewhere. To put it simply, what Nepalis identify as their 
religion in the census may not necessarily reflect their everyday practices 
of worshiping Gods/statues and/or their festival celebrations. For instance, 
it is very common for a Nepali who may identify as a Kiranti or a Buddhist 
on paper to be actually celebrating Hindu rituals in his/her everyday life. 

Gellner and Hausner (Chapter Three) discuss religious category as a 
process. Although religion is implicated in one’s social and political standing 
(including becoming a legitimate subject for privileges associated with 
certain ethnic minorities), they state that for many Nepalis, “the religious 
category into which they fall is by no means obvious and may depend on 
context” (p. 54). In fact, South have historically identified with multiple 
forms of belonging which changed when the British who started taking the 
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census in India. Regardless of the fact that singular identification is getting 
increasing prominence, multiple belonging continues to be the dominant way 
in which Nepalis identify themselves as it is what informs the “Nepali cultural 
world” (p. 57). It should be noted that religion in Nepal became a singular 
category only in the 1950s when religion was introduced as a category in the 
census. Caste was until then the common identifier of a Nepali person (and 
invariably it remains so till the current day). Indeed, this was revealed in the 
VR survey when 10 percent of Nepalis (after the prompt) opted for multiple 
religious belonging (Hindu-Buddhist, Kirant-Hindu, Kirant-Buddhist, etc.) 
highlighting how the census ultimately does not reveal but instead hides 
people’s multiple religious belonging. Additionally, the political environment 
after 1990 including the proliferation of ethnic organizations/movements 
which emphasized the importance of singular religion to show defiance 
against the Hindu religion and legitimize belonging to distinct “authentic” 
ethnic identities, need to be taken into account.

Gellner, Hausner and Bal Gopal Shrestha (Chapter Four) compare the 
religious practices of Nepalis in the UK and Belgium. In comparison to the 
UK, Belgium’s Nepali diaspora is more politically oriented as a majority of 
them settled there as political refugees before 1990. The authors question if 
people’s pre-existing relationship with political parties and their emphasis 
on unity as part of the community-building strategy are what led them to 
resonate more with “polytropic” and “ecumenical” views of religion when 
compared to their counterparts in the UK. The former posits that religious 
identification is of lesser importance and the latter takes into account the 
importance of religion while acknowledging that all religions are good. On 
the contrary, despite the majority who indicated they belonged to multiple 
religions in the UK, some were noted to have outrightly asserted their separate 
religion (for instance, Kirant among Limbus or Bon among Gurungs). 

Chapter Five by Gellner, Hausner, Chandra Laksamba and Krishna 
Adhikari provides private intimate details of Nepalis’ religious practice by 
bringing to the fore the visuals of their shrines that were often in contradiction 
with how they chose to label themselves in the VR survey. Hindus (10 %) 
were far less likely to have Buddhist statues compared to Buddhists (36 
%) whereas those who identified as “Hindu and Buddhist” had 71 percent 
Hindu statues although many Gurungs and Kirants stated that they follow 
their own rituals in the events of birth and death. 
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Mitra Pariyar, Shrestha and Gellner (Chapter Six) highlight constraints 
as to what extent Nepalis are freely and openly able to perform their ritual 
practices (e.g., animal sacrifice ritual to appease the protector deity among 
Limbus) and how this ultimately determines their sense of belonging in the 
UK context. Likewise, Gellner (Chapter Seven) provides examples of how 
Nepalis are mistreated based on how they are perceived (e.g., dress up, bodily 
features, etc.) which grossly inhibits their sense of belonging. Echoing the 
wider narratives of modern-day diasporas, both these chapters point out that 
despite various social, structural and racial constraints, Nepalis especially 
from the older generations were willing to make sacrifices for their children’s 
better future. While ex-Gurkhas wished to return to Nepal, Nepalis in Sikkim 
did not share the same view for most notably economic reasons. 

Chapters Eight, Nine and Ten are about various diasporic organizations. 
Hausner (Chapter Eight) discusses rituals as performance versus practice 
and links the former to be “collective” and the latter to be an “individual” 
endeavor. She delineates between the two by arguing that while an individual 
may engage in both practice and performance, a collective may only “engage 
in ritual performance” to conform to group identity (p. 193). Organizations 
help people build and solidify group identity. 

Florence Gurung (Chapter Nine) provides a case study of two Gurung 
or Tamu organizations. Gurung highlights that although both Tamu Pye 
Lhu Sangh UK and Tamu Dhee UK claim to be non-political, they were 
nonetheless reflective of larger ethnic/identity politics of Nepal where the 
need to identify with a singular identity versus what is considered a legitimate 
world religion like Buddhism was the main cause of difference over how they 
should celebrate the Lhosar festival. Of all the chapters, this one provides 
a detailed and more grounded ethnographic account of internal differences 
among the Gurungs and how they play out organizationally/institutionally. 
However, Gurung only touches on the Nepali diasporas’ fixation with 
“authenticity, indigeneity and antiquity” (p. 220) without explaining why 
that may be a problem in the first place. The same is true for Chapter Five. In 
this, I find Jeffery Sissons’ (2005) question compelling as to why the pressure 
is (oppressively) on indigenous people and not others to become authentic.

Overall, I have more questions than answers in thinking as to what 
constitutes community for about five percent of Nepalis who reported in the 
survey that they had not taken part in any religious or community programs 
in the previous two years (Chapter Six). What could community mean for 
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these people? Could this be an instance of disjunctive mobility? Can diasporic 
indigenous Nepalis be studied better through the lens of disjunction (which 
privileges agency over number) rather than that of the community (Amit 
and Rapport 2002)? In doing so, I believe not only dominant ideas of how 
diasporic indigenous Nepalis should be will be challenged but valuable 
insights of an “experience” (Watson 2014) of a Nepali diasporic life will 
be gained that can potentially help rethink Nepali diasporism. Lastly, the 
volume might have treated young people with a bit more curiosity than 
subjects devoid of religious affiliations. Overall, this volume contributes to 
studies of diaspora, mobility, citizenship and transnationalism by providing 
evidence of multiple religious belonging of Nepalis that destabilize the 
modernist stance on singular religion. 
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In his debut non-fictional account of Nepal’s engagement with China, 
Amish Raj Mulmi brings to the attention of his readers, the economic 
geographies of Nepal’s trans-Himalayan region, and the recent socio-political 
factors influencing Nepal’s relation with her neighbors. Mulmi records 
historical and contemporary voices, opinions and narratives of individuals, 


